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Junior Explorers: First Alphabet Flash Cards (large format)
This large flash card format is perfect for little hands as they get to grips with
alphabet recognition.
Junior Explorers: Alphabet Flash Cards help parents and caregivers tap into
children's natural curiosity and lay the foundation for a successful educational
future. The flash card format introduces children to the alphabet with game play
and sorting skills, while assisting with memory and letter recognition.
With 30 uppercase and lowercase alphabet cards and a handy parent instruction
card, each large flashcard with rounded corners is double-sided, with familiar
objects categorised from A to Z.
•
•

30 flash cards
Product Size: 163 x 110 x 15 mm

Junior Explorers: First Numbers Flash Card (large format)
This large flash card format is perfect for little hands as they get to grips with
number recognition.

Junior Explorers: First Numbers Flash Cards help parents and caregivers tap into
children's natural curiosity and lay the foundation for a successful educational
future. The flash card format introduces numeracy and numerical concepts with
game play and sorting skills, while assisting with memory and number
recognition.
With 30 number cards in the pack and a handy parent instruction card, each large
flash card with rounded corners is double-sided, with familiar objects to count,
supported by both the numeral and written number.
•
•

30 flash cards
Product Size: 163 x 110 x 15 mm

Junior Explorers: Feelings Slide & Learn Flash Cards
These 8 interactive, sturdy cards are a fun way to introduce the concept of
feelings and develop your child's visual literacy skills.
The parent support card gives parents lots of fun, educationally appropriate ways
to build and extend concept knowledge.
Junior Explorers: Feelings Slide and Learn flash cards reinforce the fundamentals
of feelings, expressions and emotions through practice and repetition, with fun
slide tabs providing answers to assist children as their skills build. The highly
portable format enables children to revisit key concepts.
8 slide-and-learn cards
Product Size

Junior Explorers: Maths Pull-the-Tab Flash Cards
These portable pull and learn flash cards with marker pen are ideal for maths
practice on the go.
Write the answers in the space provided and pull the tab to reveal the correct
answer. Wipe the cards clean and repeat until key mathematical concepts such as
counting, addition, and 'more' and 'less' are learned.
Junior Explorers: Maths Pull & Learn flash cards reinforce the fundamentals of
mathematics through practice and repetition, with fun pull tabs providing
answers to assist children as their numeracy builds. The highly portable format
enables children to revisit key mathematical concepts.
8 pull-the-tab cards
Wipe-clean marker
Product Size: 218 x 143 x 14 mm

Junior Explorers: Spelling Pull-the-Tab Flash Cards
'These portable pull and learn flash cards with marker pen are ideal for spelling
practice on the go.
Write the answers in the space provided and pull the tab to reveal the correct
answer. Wipe the cards clean and repeat until children have mastered common
spelling concepts.
Junior Explorers: Spelling Pull & Learn flash cards reinforce the fundamentals of
spelling through practice and repetition, with fun pull tabs providing answers to
assist children as their spelling skills build. The highly portable format enables
children to revisit key spelling and word-building concepts.
8 pull-the-tab cards
Wipe-clean marker
Product Size: 218 x 143 x 14 mm

Junior Explorers: Times Table Pull-the-Tab Flash Cards
These portable pull and learn flash cards with marker pen are ideal for times
table practice on the go.
Write the answers in the space provided and pull the tab to reveal the correct
answer. Wipe the cards clean and repeat until the time tables are mastered and
committed to memory!
Junior Explorers: Times Tables Pull & Learn flash cards reinforce the fundamentals
of multiplication through practice and repetition, with fun pull tabs providing
answers to assist children as their numeracy builds. The highly portable format
enables children to revisit the times tables 1 to 12 over and over again, enabling
them to engage with multiplication actively and repeatedly.
8 pull-the-tab cards
Wipe-clean marker
Product Size: 218 x 143 x 14 mm

Junior Explorers: My Fun Maths Pad
This fun educational pad is full of activities that explore mathematical basics
from addition and subtraction to multiplication and division.
It represents numbers in the following key ways: pictures, words and numerals.
Plus, its cut-out handle means maximum portability for kids on the go!
Junior Explorers: My Fun Maths Pad is a hands-on way to reinforce the
fundamentals of mathematics through practice and repetition. The handy ‘carryall’ activity format makes learning mathematics fun, enabling children to engage
actively through play.
48-page activity pad with carry handle
Product Size: 330 x 210 mm

Junior Explorers: My Fun Spelling Pad
This fun educational pad is full of activities that explore spelling basics. Plus, its
cut-out handle means maximum portability for kids on the go!

Junior Explorers: My Fun Spelling Pad is a hands-on way to reinforce the
fundamentals of spelling through practice and repetition. The handy ‘carry-all’
activity format makes learning to spell fun, enabling children to engage actively
through play.
48-page activity pad with carry handle
Product Size: 330 x 210 mm
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Mindbgglers: Neuschwanstein Castle 1000-Piece Jigsaw
Presenting the best of the best of the best-seller Mindbogglers1000-piece
jigsaws!
Featuring 8 spectacular puzzles, the Mindbogglers series features stunning
imagery from around the world. These painstakingly selected pictures are
chosen for their detail, composition, and suitability for the puzzle medium.
These sturdy jigsaws with their carefully designed pieces, will challenge
your mind and build your puzzle skills all whilst delighting you with their
beauty!

• ISBN: 9781743085189
• Format: Hardback
• Size: 350 x 225mm

Mindbogglers: St Basils Catherdal, Russia 1000
piece jigsaw
Mindbogglers 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles feature spectacular images
carefully selected for their detail, composition, quality and beauty.
This St Basil's Cathedral, Moscow, Russia puzzle is great fun to put
together, either on your own, with your family or in a group of
friends. We've provided a second image of the puzzle on the back of
the box, so everyone has a puzzle image reference close to hand.

• ISBN: 9781488935398
• Format: Hardback
• Size: 350 x 225mm

Mindbogglers: Vltava River, Prague, Czech Republic 1000
Piece Jigsaw
This 1000 piece adult jigsaw from our bestselling Mindbogglers
series features the beautiful Vltava River, Prague, Czech Republic.
Test your mind and your puzzles skills, with sturdy pieces this jigsaw
is great fun to put together on your own or with friends. Once
completed, you can frame your masterpiece, or mess it up and start
all over again!

• ISBN: 9781488910418
• Format: Hardback
• Size: 350 x 225mm

Mindbogglers Gold: St. Peter's Basilica
Mindbogglers Gold 1500-piece puzzles feature high-quality images
accented with stunning gold highlights, applied with painstaking
precision, to create an image of exquisite beauty.
More than your average jigsaw, this stunning image of St. Peter's
Basilica has been carefully selected for its detail, composition and
quality, and is great fun to put together on your own or with family
and friends.

• ISBN: 9354537000301
• Format: Hardback
• Size: 350 x 225mm
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Artists’ Colouring Canvas: A Singing Bird
There’s no better way to improve your day than with an Artists’
Colouring Canvas! Feel the stresses of everyday life melt away as
you colour this beautifully illustrated, inspiring quote ‘My heart is
like a singing bird, whose nest is in a water’d shoot.’ - Christina
Georgina Rossetti.
Once you've completed your masterpiece you can hang it on your
wall for daily inspiration.

• ISBN: 9781488976179
• Format: Hardback
• Size: 300 x 300mm

Artists' Colouring Canvas: You Are My Sunshine with Gel
Pens
There’s no better way to improve your day than with an Artists’
Colouring Canvas! The hand-done illustration and lettering is printed
on a canvas, and the kit comes complete with six gel pens to bring
the art to vibrant life.
Feel the stresses of everyday life melt away as you colour this
beautifully illustrated, inspiring quote. Once you've completed your
masterpiece you can hang it on your wall for daily motivation and
warmth.
What's Included
Quality canvas mounted on sturdy and stable frame
6 gel pens

• ISBN: 9781488976254
• Format: Hardback
• Size: 300 x 300mm

The Coolest Best Magic Tricks Kit Ever!
The results of this kit will be just magic. So many kids dream of
becoming a maestro of magic, an illustrious illusionist and an
electric entertainer. Their dreams will fantastically come to life with
The Coolest Magic Trick Ever!
The kit comes with everything you need to prepare, practise and
perform super-cool magic tricks. This is the perfect fun and
accessible kit that allows the user to master simple tricks to share
and entertain and more challenging magic to master and astound!

• ISBN: 9781488914034
• Format: Hardback
• Size: 286 x 286 x 35mm

Kaleidoscope Colouring Narwhal Squishy
Colour your own adorable narwhal squishy with this sweet kit,
which comes with a white squishy and 6 bright markers to colour
him or her in, as well as a 32-page colouring book filled with more
adorable illustrations.
Kids and adults of all ages will be squealing to get their hands on
this super cute kit!
6 markers
Mermaid squishy toy
32-page book

• ISBN: 9781488906350
• Format: Hardback
• Size:190 x 240 x 64mm | 250g

Pop Colour: Metallic Chill Kit
Metallic Chill features flowing, cool art!
Discover the sweeping lustre of four metallic and four watercolour
pencils to create super chilled art. The glittering colours are
complemented by a range of artworks with faded lines to create
watercolour-friendly art, from metallic blooms to cutting-edge
fashion. There are also tips on colouring and artistic techniques to
make your creations really special!
Metallic Chill encourages positivity, mindfulness and confidence
with creative activities, including guided outdoor reflections, a DIY
fortune-teller and more.
What's Included
four metallic pencils
four watercolour pencils
a paintbrush
a 48-page book (with 24 colouring and activity pages)

• ISBN: 9781488913587
• Format: Hardback
• Size: 256mm x 197mm

Pop Colour: Pastel Dreams Kit
Pastel Dreams features dreamy art with an anime twist!
Discover the sophisticated medium of pastel watercolour pencils to
create idyllic art, while enjoying the relaxing effect of colouring in.
The cool classic hues are complemented by a range of artworks with
faded lines to create watercolour-friendly art. There are also tips on
colouring and artistic techniques to make your creations really
special!
Pastel Dreams colouring and activity kit encourages positivity,
mindfulness and confidence with creative activities, including
colouring affirmation cards, a DIY fortune-teller and more.
What's Included
eight pastel watercolour pencils
a paintbrush
a 48-page book (with 24 colouring and activity pages)

• ISBN: 9781488913648
• Format: Hardback
• Size: 256mm x 197mm
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